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Yuh yuh skrt
Skrt

Skrttt
Whewwww

In that drop top know my brother see through
Smokin on gas this that ew

You was a jock thought u so cool
Future crystals I'm a baby jewel

I got the drip like I walked out the pool
Unknown who the fuck is you
Got Coogi on like a Huxtable

I be doing me need to play your role
Y'all boring as fuck need to add some sauce

Need my pockets thick Rick Ross
You still walking in Supreme

I just copped some Ksubis see why they pissed off
Couple hunnid on black jeans

Yeah we look so cute pulling up to the scene
Now they wanna kick it what you mean

Really use to leave me up on seen

Shit you smell that bro
Smelling like thraxx when i arrive
Yeah u washed up need a revive
Wanted them Rafs I got a few

Pool stick she come on cue
Can't use my bic to light yo boof

Spent all day inside the booth
You ain't on shit yeah that's old news

She wanna fuck ain't in the mood
BB on I look like Elvis

Chasing green I feel like a Celtic
Stupid brain ya she need a helmet

Rocking Stone Island mixed with the Helmut
Posted in the cut yeah the crevis

Geeked as fuck hit the 7 11
Hold up wait ya give me a second

They be fake as fuck every once in awhile might check in
Kicking it with my dad playing Tekken

Trynna tag along nah I ain't never seen you
In that drop top know my brother see through

Smokin on gas this that ew
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You was a jock thought u so cool
Future crystals I'm a baby jewel

I got the drip like I walked out the pool
Unknown who the fuck is you
Got Coogi on like a Huxtable

I be doing me need to play your role

Y'all boring as fuck need to add some sauce
Need my pockets thick Rick Ross

You still walking in Supreme
I just copped some Ksubis see why they pissed off

Couple hunnid on black jeans
Yeah we look so cute pulling up to the scene

Now they wanna kick it what you mean

Yeah u washed up need a revive
Wanted them Rafs I got a few

Pool stick she come on cue
Can't use my bic to light yo boof

Spent all day inside the booth
You ain't on shit yeah that's old news

She wanna fuck ain't in the mood
BB on I look like Elvis

Chasing green I feel like a Celtic
Stupid brain ya she need a helmet

Rocking Stone Island mixed with the Helmut
Posted in the cut yeah the crevis

Geeked as fuck hit the 7 11
Hold up wait ya give me a second
Hold up wait ya give me a second
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